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Hebrew Scripts in Medieval Catalonia
Edna Engel
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The Hebrew script written in Catalonia is not only the story of a unique
Catalan script but also reflects the stOI'/ of the Sefardic script, the script
used by the Jews in the Iberian peninsula.
11
Already in the 11t century, VJhen Catalonia was pari of the Crown of
Aragon, this Catalan script could be discerned. This old script, inspired by
that written in the Ashkenazic countries, was probab ly used also by the
;Jews in Provence, yvith whom Catalonia conducted a close social and

.· "· cultural relationship.
"
~'(
At the end of .the 11th century the Catalan 'Asl1kenazic' script had
1
' t gradually tr.ansformedtinto the Sefardic type which \"las used in Andalusia
1
ilS of the 10 h century. Nevertheless , traces of the Ashkenazic character,
. .demonstrated in the conservative square script vvritten in Ca talonia until the
It:
1
~{·; ,14 h century, prove the continuity of this early type .
...
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Palaeography

t

Palaeography classifies the different tyr.es of Hebrew scripts on the basis
iJ:::'. of an understanding of the tra dition al art df 'Nriting in the Middle-Ages. The

, ·j;!
\.

, ~·" medieval scribe, who learnt to write from his fa ther or his teacher, passed it
.;r,:: on to his son or student, thereb y developing in the course of time a
,\" stereotypic manner of writing.
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The main types of medieval Hebrew scripts are: ThS:Ashkenazic script written in Western Europe; The Italian script; The Ori ental script used in the
Near East, and the Sefardic script - used in th e Iberian Peninsula, North
Africa and Sici ly. Immigrant scribes, however, continued to use the ir

are frequently joined together, either by ligatures, in wh ich tvvo or n1ore pa rts
of several letters make a new form, or by connecting a part of a letter to that
of the letter ahead.
Resou rces

homeland script also in their new locality. For example, Sefardic scribes,
who emigrated fron1 the Spanish areas to towns in Northern Italy, continued
to use their Sefardic writing also in their new locality. '
The main classification of scripts is based on regiona l crite ri a . However,

The earliest dated writing material from Catalonia are burial inscription s
found in Barcelona , Gerona, Tarragona, Tortossa etc. 1 Five of the m are
prior to the 11 th century. The two earliest ones - Tarragona and Tortossai\

in order to unders1and the evolutional process of the script, we must add to
this regional classification also a graphical classification.
The graphical classification divides the scripts in the m iddle ages
according to three main modes: the square mode, semi-cursive mode, and
cursive mode, and to two sub modes - semi-square and proto cursive.

were inscribed by the ancient square script used by Jews all over the world
1
prior to the 10 h century . There are more than 20 extant dated manuscripts
written in Catalonia between the end of the 121h century and the expulsion
from the Iberian Pen insula. 9

Square scri pt2 - In th e s quare script letters are made by s traight
horizontals and verti cal lines, keeping a s quari s h pattern .
Semi-square script (Fig. 1)3 - The semi-square is the first sub mode to
indicate the evolution of the letters. The semi-square sub mode
demonstrates how the letters evolved from the square to the non-square
modes. One can see that the letters lack the pattern of the square but do
not yet display the distinctive features of the non square.
Proto-cursive~ - The second sub-mode - the proto-cursive - reveals a
closer affinity to the semi-cursive and cursive modes.
The two sub modes may be described as linking the square script with
the semi-cursive and cursive scripts. Presumably transitional, they were
employed in scripts of the tenth and eleventh centuries, combin ing a
morphological mixture of the square and the subsequently semi-cursive and
cursive scripts.
Semi-cursive script5 - The sen1i -cursive letters change the straight
appearance of the square. They develop curved and inclined lines,
modifying the square pattern into a more flexible form.
Cursive script0 - Cursive writing developed through a reduction of
ca lamus strokes that minimizes the time in which the hand is raised from
the page. The texture of the script is relative ly dense and many of its letters

The Barcelona deeds are the most important documents for the subject
of the present article as they may shed light on the Ca ta lan script 's
evolution. They were written from the first third of the 11th century onwards ,
mostly in Barcelona but also in Leon and Navara and are preserved in the
Corona d' aragon archive. The earliest of them are bilingual deeds in Latin
and Hebrew. '0 The later deeds, written in Hebrew, deal with the purchase
. and sale of land , vineyards, real estate, or other property. '" -

Script
In the fol lowing I sha ll introduce the gradua l developmental process of
the script vvritten in Catalonia, based on the Barce lona deeds and on a few
manuscripts. This presentation establishes a classification of the script into
four modes: pcoto-cursive, cursive, semi-cursive and square.

1• Th e proto~curs ive m ode
The earliest script of the deeds written in Barcelona demonstrates the
proto-cursive sub-mode.
As a sub mode t~is scri pt shares the same characteristics common to
other sub~'modes of the Hebrew Scripts during the end of the 10111 century
· and the beg inn ing of the 11 th.
This script is also a sub type, wh ich is a hybrid of
Sefard ic elemen ts, combining the Ashkenazic features
Sefardic character.

century.
• See Fig. 6
5
See Fig. 9.
6
See Fig. 7.
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1

See M. BEIT-ARIE. Hebrew Codicology; Tentative Typology of Technical Practices in Hebrew
Dated Medieval Manuscripts. Jerusalem,1981, pp. 104-109.
2
See Fig. 10.
1
3
Ms. Can1bridge , University Library T-S 16.100 and T-S 12.532, Sefardic script of the 11 h

Ashkenazic and
with t.hose of a

1

See F. CANTERA; J. M MILLAS. las inscripciones f1f7braicas de Espana. Madrid , 1956.

8

See H. BEINART. "Shetei Ketovot 'Shalom al Yislael' miSefarad". In: Erez-lsrael. 1987. n. 8 ,
pp. 298-304.

9

All of them are recorded in the computerized database o f the Hebrew Palaeography Project ol
the Israel i National and Science Academy, and the Jewish National Library in J erusalem .
10
See F . BAER . Die Juden in chrislfichen spanien. Berlin , 1929
11

See J. MILLAS t VALLICROSA. Documents hebraics de jueus catalans. Ba rcelona, 1927.
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Ashkenazic features - the first phase of the proto-cursive sub type. 12
Fig. 2a -A Barcelona deed written in 1034 13 - shows'the earliest example
of a dated 'Ashkenazic' proto-cursive script. Fig 2b is a deed written in
England in 1182." Despite the 150-year gap, a comparison between the two
deeds demonstrates the features of the early Ashkenazic script. In both
examples one can notice the angularity of the letters, (see the top of the

£

19

1112.
The Ashkenazic character in both deeds is manifested in th
morphology of the letters as well as in the whole texture.

2 The curs ive mode
As in other reg ional types of script, the development of the Sefardi
script, emanating from the Catalan - Ashkenazic script, occur
simultaneously with the shift from the proto-cursive mode to the cursiv

mem, or the angular base of the shin) and the letter's proportions. The lines
in both examples are delicate and emphasize the distinction between

mode. Deeds written in Catalonia at the last decades of the 12 century ca
demonstrate . this modification, approveing that the first evidence of .
genuine Sefardic script in Barcelona is written in the cursive mode.

vertical and horizontal.
Sefardic features - the second phase of the proto-cursive as a sub type.
During the last decades of the 11th century there is an obvious shift of
the Catalan-Ashkenazic scri pt towards the accomplishme·nt of the Sefardic

In a Hebrew deed written in 1164/5 (Fig. 6) 20 the script loses it:
Ashkenazic character. Changing its mode as well , it becomes the CLJrsivE

characteristics.
A deed written in 1080 (Fig.- 3a) 15 and the Sefardic handwriting of a

Andalusian script. See the alef - typically to cursive Sefardic afef, th€
cursive he and the cursive kof.

Spanish immigrant in Egypt (Fig. 3b )16 demonstrate the adoption of the
Sefardic features by the Catalan script. The lines of the Sefardic letters are

At the beginning of the 13th century there is a fully cursive script. In c
deed written in 1202 (Fig. 7), 2 1 most letters display the cursive morphology
Small spaces between letters and
between words emphasize thE
cursiveness of the texture.

wider and more regular than those of the Ashkenazic ones , and the distinct
morphology of the letters also endows the scrpt with the Sefardic character.
See the a/ef with its long left leg, the inclined leg of the tav, or the long base
o f the ayin.
The transference fron1 the Ashkenazic script to the Sefardic script is
gradual and the fulfillment of the Sefardic character may ·exist until the last
decades of the 12th century. A deed written in 1092 (Fig. 4) 11 reflects both
trends. Lines are still delicate and a little 'shady' like those of the
Ashkenazic but, the alef and the long inclined bases are similar to the
.
th
Sefard ic. Yet, two deeds written in Barcelona at the end of the 11 century
and the beginning of the 121h, convey the Ashkenazic character existing at
the beginning of the 12th century: Fig . 5a
Hebrew deed written in
Catalonia in 1096, 18

12

and Fig. 5b - Hebrew deed written in Barcelona in

M. Beit-Arie was the first to find the Ashkenazic features in the script of the early deeds, and

their gradual disappearance in the later ones.

See M. BEIT-ARIE. " Hebrew script in Spain:

Development, Offshoots and Vicissitudes". In: H. BEINART (ed.). Moreshel Sepharad: The

Sephardi Legacy. I, Jerusalem, 1992, pp. 286-288.
13
14

3 The semi-cursive mode
It seems re.asonable to assume that the cursive Sefardic script preceded
the semi-cursive, although the morphology of the latter is closer to the
square.
Examining more than 15 Barcelona documents written between 1164
to1269 confir~s this hypothesis, indicating that the older ones in th is group
are written in a script clo ser to the cursive, while the latter are closer to the
semi-cu rsive.
A comparison between the script of the deed written in 1202 (Fig. 7) and
a deed written 15 years later, in 1218 (Fig. 8) 22 shows that the morphology
of the letters in the.latter is closer to the semi -cursive.
See for ..example the a!ef- instead of the single pen stroke in which the
·cu rs ive alef is produced , the alef here is made by three pen strokes. See
also the serifs which decorate the horizontal lines.
A deed written in 125823 clearly illustrates th at the scribe of thjs document
wished to use the semi cursive mode. There are wider spaces between

•

Ms. Barcelona, Archivo Capitular de la S. I. Catedral, Mil. Esc arm . 3 n. 1504.
See H . LOEWE. Starrs and Jewish charters preseNed in the British Museum. London::

Colchester and Eton, 1932, V. II no. 1201 PL. XVII .
15
Ms. Barcelona, Archivo Capitular de la S .I. Catedral , Mit. Esc arm. 2 n. 4 78.
16

•

Ms . Oxford, Bodleian Library, Heb. d. 42 f. 42-47.

The scribe is Josef lbn Avitur who left

Spain in 976 and continued to use his homeland script in Egypt.
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20

21

11

Ms. Barcelona, Arxiu de la Corona d'Arag6, Perg. Berenguer II, 78, Barcelona 1092

22

16

See J. MILLAS I VALLICROSA, ibid. PL II p. 39

23

"f '

Ibid., PL. XXXI p. 103.
See J. MILLAS I YALLICROSA, ibid., PL. Ill p. 41.
MtLLAS, PL . VII, p. 49.
MILLAS, PL XII p. 59.
MILLAS, PL. XIV, p. 63.
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letters and words and the shape of the letters is the s-Oape of the semi•
cursive.
The first fully shaped semi-cursive was written in 1252 in Gerona (Fig.
9). 2• It is a calligraphic script in which tl1e scribe pays attention to each letter
and to the composition of the whole text.
4 The square mode
Contrary to the cursive mode and the semi-cursive, the square script

written in Catalonia is like all square scripts, conservative and preserves
some of the ancient features. This factor enables us to distinguish between
the Square Catalan and the Square written in the south of Spain .
Clues to an ancient square script in Catalonia are found in the early
inscriptions of Taragonna and Tortossa. A con1parison of them to
contemporary Oriental inscriptions shows th e clear distinction between the
two regional types. However, there is not enough material to confirm this
hypothesis .
The first distinct evidence of the Catalan square script are the witnesses'
signatures of the Barcelona documents 25 Despite the individual features
which influence the script of these signatures, they demonstrate the same
Catalan character subsequently noticed in manuscripts.The first call igraphic
square script found in Catalonia was written in Gerona, in 1184 (F ig . 10).26
Both, the earl y signatures and the calligraphic script, shovv the preservation
of some early Ashkenazic features and confirm the differentiation between
the Catalan square script and the square script written in Andalusia.
I would like to introduce the difference between the square script written
in Catalonia (Fig. 11a)'1 and what I call the 'Toledan Style ' (Fig 11b). 28
Contrary to the Ashkenazic influence on the Catalan style we ca n possibly
notice the traces of the Orient in the Toledan style.
Letters of the Toledan style are planned to be as square as possible.
This design is manifested by several features: erect length lines; straight
base lines; and the weight of letters whi ch creates a regularity in the
thickness of both horizontal and vertical lines. The Catalan letters exhibit a
different weight and another proportions, emphasizing the height of the
vertical lines by turning the letters into rectangular proportion.
The morphology of the typical alef is most suitable for demonstrating the
difference be tween the styles and indicating its origin (Fig . 12).

Comparing four schematic types of alef, attests the affinity of the Catalan
letter to the Ashkenazic, and marks the resemblance of the Toledan lette1with the Oriental one.
In the Orienta l alef the midd le component (des ignated as no. 1) is
formed by two strokes. Tl1e left leg (signed as no. 2) joins the middle stroke
near its center. In the Toledan alef th e two strokes of the middle component
become a single one, made as a straight line, but the left leg still joins the
middle component at about its center.
The Ashkenazic a/ef differs from the Oriental one in respect of the same
feature. Like the Toledan and the Oriental alef, bo th Catalan and
Ashkenazic letters have a heavy turning stroke at the base of the left leg. In
contrast to the Catalan and the Ashkenazic a/ef, both lon g lines meet at th e
top coming down in a straight vertical line. 29
There are probably several genres of Catalan square script, as well as
th e Provencal script. The following illustration (Fig.13a and Fig.13b) will
compare Catalan writing with Provencal writing , both made by the same
genre of script, by two different scribes. While demonstrating the sim ilarity
between the Ca talan script and the Provenca l script, the ~e two exan1ples
sl!ggest a correlation between style and text. Both Ms . are of Main1onides
Mishne Tora , but one was written in Narbonne in 128230 and the otl1er one in
Gerona in 1305-6.31
Summary

The Hebrew script of the Barcelona documents, affirmed by dated
manuscripts and dat~d inscriptions, reflect the evolutionary process of the
Hebrew script written in Cata lon ia throughout the Middle-Ages. This process
could be attested by social and historical circumstances .
There is no extant dat~d evidence from the 11 rh century in Provence, but
according to more recent specimens one can notice the correlation between
the Provencal script and. the Ashkenazic scrip t on the one hand. and the
Sefardic on the other. This combination of Ash kenazic features with
Sefardic ones is also the core of the Catalan script, presen ting a mixture of
east and west. Except fo r a short period,
Catalonia, and Barcelona in particular, were under Christian rule'. The ··
European orientation of the Catalan script can partly be under~tood by the
•
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MtLLAS. PL. XXXll p.105.
25
See Fig . 2a or F ig. 3
~6 Ms. Han1burg , Staats-und Universitatsbibliothek Cod . Hebr. 19 .
27
Ms. Parma, Bib. Palatina 3214, Barcelona? 1277/8.
28
Ms. London , British L ibrary Or. 220 1, Toledo 1300.

29

The lettering of the Hebrew ins.criptio ns may also exhibit the same distinc tion between the
Catalan and the Toledan style . See for example CANTERA; MILLAS ibid .. inscription no . 7 ·1 To ledo 1349, pp. 119-1 22, and no. 170 - Gerona 137 1, pp. 240-24 .
30
Ms. Amsterdam, Sem. Ets-Hai m (47) A 1-2
31
Ms. Vatican , Bib. Vaticana Ebr. 173.
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good rela tionships between Jews and the Carolir1gian rulers which
increased the Jews possibilities of serving their rulers.
It seems log ical to assume that the Latin script used by the Carolingian
scribes influenced the Hebrew script used by Jewish official s. The Western
orientation of the script (as manifested in the Catalan language too) is firmly
established in the affiliation of the Catalan Jews to the French environme nt.
While the 'Ashkenazic' type of script was dominant in the north of Spain,
the Jews in the south used quite another script - the script which is known
to us as the Sefardic type.
1
Since the end of the 11 h century, from the beginning of the Reqonquista ,
there is a gradual, but rapid, shift of the 'Ashkenazic' type in Catalon ia
towards the Sefardic type. The Sefardic script originated in the Maghreb
1
during the 9-10 h centuries. It was inspired by the Oriental script, most
probably brought to the Maghreb by the many Jewish immigrants from
Babylonia. At th e end of the 11th century, presumably due to the cu ltural
changes caus ed by the Reconquista, the 'Ashkenazic' type became a
proper Sefardic script.
Prof. M. Beit-Arie discu sses this issue in his article. 32 Beit-Arie com es to
'
the conclusion that in a paradoxical way the Jews under the Christian
conquerors adopted the Hebrew script previously used under the Muslim
ruler, thus confirming the latter's cultural superiority. However, considering
the intensive impact of the whole Arab ic culture which influenced the Nort h,
this is not a pa radox at all. The massive emigration of equcated Jews from
the south to the north, and the fa miliarity of the northern Jews 'l'1ith the
Arabic language (employed by the rulers to increase their connections w ith
the conquered society }, accelerated the dominance of the Andalusian script.
Seit-Arie sta tes that the Reconquista which unified all th e Jewish
communities under the same political and religi ous authorities, also
integrated the Hebrew script, and consequently, a new type of script was
created, characterized mostly by features of the Andalusian Hebrew wri ting .
Nevertheless , in respect to the square script, this is not the complete
truth . The clear distinction between the Catalan square script and the
Toledan style must lead to the assumption that some of the 'Ashkenazic'
1
features affected the Catalan script at least until the 14 h cen tury, retaining
its uniqueness vvhile keeping its integral role within the evolutionary process
of th e medieval Hebrew scripts.
Edna Engel
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

32

Cf. Seit-Arie, Hebrew script, ibid., pp. 287-288.
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Fig. 1 - Ms. Cambridge u ·
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Fig. 2 - Early Ashkenazic proto-cursive sc ript
a - Ms. Barcelona, Archivo Capitular de
arm . 3 n. 1504. Barcelona 1034
la S.I. Catedral, ,Mit. Esc
"
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Fig. 3b - Ms. Oxford, Bodleian Library, Heb . d. 42 f. 42-47.
The handwriting of Josef tbn Avitur
b - H. Loewe, Starrs and Jewish charters preserved in the British
Museum , London, Colchester and Eton 1932, V. II no. 1201 PL. XVII ,
England 1182
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Fig. 3a - Ms. Barcelona, Archivo Capitular de la S.I. Catedral, fy'lit. Esc
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arm. 2 n. 478. Sefardic features in Ashkenazic script, Barcelona 1080.
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de la Corona d' Arago, Perg.
Fig. 4
Ms. Barcelona, A .
rx1u
1092
Berenguer II, 78, Sefardic and Ashkenazic features, Barcelona

b - J. Millas i Vallicrosa, Documents h eb rate
· 5 de Jueus catalans
Barcelona 1927, PL. XXXI p. 103. Barcelona 1112

th

Fig. 5 - Ashkenazic features at the end of the 1 1 century and the
beginning of the 12'h century

a _ J. Millas .1 Vallicrosa, Documents h ebraics de Jueus catalans,
Barcelona 1927, PL II p. 39, Catalonia 1096

Fig. 6 - J. Millas i Vallicrosa, Documents hebraics
de Jc1eus
catalans, .Barcelona 1927, PL. Ill p . 41. First cursive script,
Barcelona

1164/5

••
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Fig. 7 - J. Millas i Vallicrosa, Documents hebraics.jle Jueus
catalans, Barcelona 1927, PL. VII, p. 49. A fully cursive script,
Barcelona 1202
Fig. 9 - J. Millas i Vallicrosa, Documents hebraies de Jues catalan
Barcelona 1927, PL. XXXll p.105. F"1rst f u 11 y s h aped semi cu rs ive'
script, Gerena 1252
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Fig. 11 - Square script written in Catalonia and in Toledo.

Fig. 12 - The schematic a/ef

a - Ms. Parma, Bib. Palatina 3214, Barcelona? 1277/8
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Fig. 13 - Catalan and Provencal writings
a - Ms. Vatican, Bib. Vaticana Ebr 173 G .
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· erona 1305-6

b - Ms. London, British Library Or. 2201 , Toledo 1300
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b - Ms. Amsterdam, Sem . Ets-Haim (47) A 1-2. Narbonne 1282
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